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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a new novel polling-based
medium access control protocol, named UPCF (Unified Point
Coordination Function), to provide power conservation and
quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees for multimedia applications
over wireless local area networks. Specifically, UPCF has the
following attractive features. First, it supports multiple priority
levels and guarantees that high-priority stations always join the
polling list earlier than low-priority stations. Second, it provides
fast reservation scheme such that associated stations with real-time
traffic can get on the polling list in bounded time. Third, it employs
dynamic channel time allocation scheme to support CBR/VBR
transportation and provide per-flow probabilistic bandwidth as-
surance. Fourth, it employs the power management techniques to
let mobile stations save as much energy as possible. Fifth, it adopts
the mobile-assisted admission control technique such that the
point coordinator can admit as many newly flows as possible while
not violating QoS guarantees made to already-admitted flows.
The performance of UPCF is evaluated through both analysis
and simulations. Simulation results do confirm that, as compared
with the PCF in IEEE 802.11, UPCF not only provides higher
goodput and energy throughput, but also achieves lower power
consumption and frame loss due to delay expiry. Last but not least,
we expect that UPCF can pass the current Wi-Fi certification and
may coexist with the upcoming IEEE 802.11e standard.

Index Terms—IEEE 802.11, medium access control (MAC), mul-
timedia, point coordination function (PCF), power management,
quality of service (QoS).

I. INTRODUCTION

WITH the proliferation of mobile devices and the ad-
vance of channel modulation technologies, there has

been growing interest in providing quality-of-service (QoS)
guarantees for multimedia applications over wireless local
area networks (WLANs). A WLAN typically consists of a
central base station, also known as an access point (AP), and
a finite set of associated mobile stations. Since mobile stations
are often operated by batteries or other exhaustible means
for their energy, it is vital to incorporate power saving (PS)
mechanisms into the design of wireless network protocols.
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Currently, IEEE 802.11 [13] is the most popular international
medium access control (MAC) standard for WLANs. In the
literature, there has been extensive work on improving IEEE
802.11 for prioritization, higher throughput, lower mean access
delay, traffic scheduling, and power saving support. However,
these issues are treated separately by different researchers and
their solutions may not combine well with each other. Clearly,
how to deliver all these functions in an integrated MAC scheme
indeed poses a great challenge.

A. Related Work

The IEEE 802.11 defines two modes of operation: the dis-
tributed coordination function (DCF) and the point coordination
function (PCF). The DCF used in the contention period (CP)
employs carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA) strategy to provide asynchronous best-effort ser-
vice. The PCF used in the contention-free period (CFP) employs
the polling strategy to provide isochronous connection-oriented
service. PCF uses a point coordinator (PC), which should op-
erate at the AP, to determine which station on the polling list
currently has the right to transmit. When a PC is operating in
a WLAN, the two coordination functions alternate, with a CFP
followed by a CP, which are together referred to as a CFP repeti-
tion interval or a superframe. For a more complete and detailed
presentation, please refer to the IEEE 802.11 specification [13].
One of the advantages of the alternating period approach is that
even if the AP/PC fails, the entire MAC system is still operative
since it can be switched to the ad hoc network configuration.
However, there are several problems with PCF that make it less
attractive for QoS and power conservation.

1) Any associated station intending to join the polling list
should first send the reassociation frame to the AP during
the CP. Since DCF is governed by a contention-based pro-
tocol, the reassociation frames need to compete with all
other stations in the same cell, resulting in an unbounded
reassociation delay. Hence, a real-time station with bad
luck may never obtain the contention-free service.

2) IEEE 802.11 does not support the concept of differenti-
ating frames with different user priorities [6]. The DCF is
basically supposed to provide a long-term fair channel ac-
cess to all contending stations in a distributed way. This
implies that low-priority stations may join the polling list
earlier and faster than high-priority stations.

3) In an infrastructure WLAN, IEEE 802.11 does not allow a
station to send frames directly to any other stations within
the same cell, and instead the AP should relay the frames
always [6]. In this way, the channel bandwidth is indeed
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consumed twice than directional communication between
stations.

4) During the CFP, the medium occupancy time or the trans-
mission time of a polled station is unpredictable and un-
restrained. Any polled station is allowed to send a single
frame that may be of an arbitrary length, up to the max-
imum of 2304 bytes (or 2312 bytes when the frame body
is encrypted using WEP [13]). This may adversely de-
grade and ruin the performance of the other stations on the
polling list.

5) Since PCF does not perform any admission control, the PC
may admit a large number of real-time stations. Under the
circumstances, several admitted stations may not receive
the data or poll from the PC during the entire CFP, hence
incurring unnecessary awakeness and energy expense.

6) When admitted stations desire to leave the polling list, they
shall reassociate with the AP via DCF. The station without
additional buffered data but having no chance to get off
the polling list will response a Null frame when polled by
the PC. These Null frames are simply the wastage of band-
width, thus causing the PCF performance down.

To reduce the overhead of polling frames in PCF, the au-
thors in [10] proposed the SuperPoll protocol. Instead of polling
each station individually, in SuperPoll, the PC broadcasts a su-
perpoll frame which contains the list of stations to be polled
after sending the beacon. After receiving the superpoll, each
station on the polling list can transmit the data frame in turn,
according to the polling order, to any other station within the
same cell. However, if a polled station does not hear its prede-
cessor’s transmission, then that station shall wait for the time
interval allocated to it. This approach implies that, in CFP, the
data frame length must be fixed. On the other hand, in Super-
Poll, the PC will broadcast the CF-End to reset the network al-
location vector (NAV) either after it receives the transmission
from the last station on the polling list or until the CFPMaxDu-
ration expires. Thus, SuperPoll may encounter the idling-CFP
accident: Once the PC has successfully sent the beacon frame
to set the NAV to lock out DCF-based access, but the super-
poll frame is destroyed due to interference, then the entire CFP
will be nearly idle and completely wasted. This is because, after
broadcasting the superpoll, the PC is not allowed to get in-
volved in the PCF operation any longer until the time to send the
CF-End. The CF-Multipoll protocol [9] that was once consid-
ered in 802.11e is similar to the SuperPoll, except that it intro-
duces a TXOP (transmission opportunity) field in the CF-mul-
tipoll frame to remove the restriction of fixed data frame length.
The authors in [17] presented a traffic scheduling and an admis-
sion control scheme based on the CP-Multipoll protocol. Al-
though these polling protocols [9], [10], [17] claim they can
support peer-to-peer communications during the CFP, yet they
may incur the PS-induced frame loss problem: Since the super-
poll, CF-multipoll, and CP-multipoll frames do not specify the
receiver for each transmission, if a polled station directly sends
a data frame to the station currently in the doze state, then that
data frame is certainly lost.

MAC protocols designed for QoS support should provide pri-
oritization schemes since we do not hope that high-priority sta-
tions must contend fairly with low-priority stations for acquiring

the medium access floor. The common idea behind the prior-
itization techniques in [4], [8], [14], [23] is to let a higher-
priority frame have a shorter waiting time during the CP. In
IEEE 802.11, prioritized access for different frame types is con-
trolled through the use of different interframe spaces (IFSs),
including SIFS (Shortest IFS), PIFS (Priority IFS), and DIFS
(Distributed IFS). To accommodate additional QoS provision,
IEEE 802.11e draft [14] proposes a new coordination function,
called HCF (hybrid coordination function). The HCF defines
two channel access mechanisms: EDCA (enhanced distributed
channel access) and HCCA (HCF controlled channel access).
Especially, the EDCA introduces a new type of IFS, named
AIFS (Arbitration IFS), for different access categories. How-
ever, [19] pointed out that, since the new AIFS values are not
shorter than DIFS, the frame of a station using the existing DCF
may take priority over that of a station using EDCA. The au-
thors in [8] proposed the contention window separation scheme
such that a higher-priority frame has a shorter backoff time.
EDCA [14] and [4] proposed the contention window differen-
tiation scheme such that the minimum and maximum values of
the contention windows (CWs) of a high-priority frame are re-
spectively smaller than those of a low-priority frame. Although
these schemes [4], [8], [14] can provide differentiated services,
yet [19], [22] pointed out that they may suffer from the priority
reversal problem: Since the number of random backoff slots is
associated with the CW and the CW is exponentially propor-
tional to the number of retransmission attempts, a high-priority
backlogged frame may experience a longer backoff time than a
low-priority unbacklogged frame. Note that a frame which in-
volved in a collision and must be retransmitted is said to be back-
logged[5]. Although various black-burst (BB) contention-based
prioritization schemes proposed in [3], [22], [25] can eliminate
the priority reversal problem in a single-hop ad hoc network,
[23] indicated that the BB contention is not a regular mecha-
nism defined in the IEEE 802.11 standard, thus it is difficult to
be overlaid on the current CSMA implementations.

MAC protocols designed for QoS support had better provide
time-bounded reservation schemes since we hope that real-time
stations can speedily reserve the contention-free periodic access
right. IEEE 802.11 and 802.11e adopt the DCF and EDCA re-
spectively as the reservation schemes. In the DBASE protocol
[23], real-time stations employ the -persistent backoff scheme
to compete for joining the reservation list during the time in-
terval between PIFS and DIFS. DBASE assumes a tiny constant
contention window (3 slots) for real-time traffic and a huge pe-
riod of for non-real-time traffic,
which may degrade the channel utilization. The authors in [22]
modify the randomized initialization protocol [18] to resolve
reservation contention based on unbiased coin-flipping. How-
ever, due to the nature of randomness, these contention-based
schemes [13], [14], [22], [23] cannot guarantee bounded reser-
vation time. The simplest way to offer the time-bounded reser-
vation service is roll-call polling [16]; in other words, the AP
polls every station in sequence and check whether it has data
to transmit. However, since the AP polls every station, it may
happen that many stations are polled only to learn that they have
nothing to send, thus unnecessarily delaying the stations with
packets. The STRP protocol presented in [21] utilizes the cap-
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ture effect to improve the roll-call polling. In STRP, the associ-
ated stations are split by the PC into two logical rings, the active
ring and idle ring, according to whether they have pending data.
The PC makes use of the query/transmit-poll to enable a station
in the active ring to transmit a data frame by a stronger power,
while inviting an active station in the idle ring to simultaneously
response a lasting jamming signal by a weaker power. Once the
jamming signal is detected by the PC, that station in the idle ring
will be shifted to the active ring. Although this approach may
shorten the reservation time, yet once the active ring becomes
empty, STRP is reduced to roll-call polling. Even worse, STRP
may suffer from the near-far problem or costly dual transceivers.
The CARMA-NTQ protocol [11] proposed for single-hop ad
hoc networks employs the deterministic first-success tree-split-
ting algorithm to efficiently resolve collisions in bounded time,
thus achieving high channel utilization even at high load. How-
ever, these reservation-based protocols [11], [21]–[23] do not
take power conservation into consideration.

In 802.11, the PCF uses the traffic indication map (TIM) to in-
form which stations cannot doze off during the CFP even though
the PC may unfortunately not poll them. To improve the power
management mechanisms used in PCF, the authors in [26] pro-
posed three alternative directory protocols that can be used by
the PC to schedule the transmission of data and the dozing of
stations. However, due to the lack of TXOP fields in the direc-
tory structures, their protocols [26] require that every data frame
transmitting in the CFP must be fixed-sized.

B. Our Contributions

So far there have been some commercial MAC controller sup-
porting both DCF and PCF, such as HelloWLAN [12] by Hel-
loSoft, VT6655 [28] by VIA Networking, and WL6000 [30] by
Duolog. However, all the above mentioned challenges provide
solid motivations for the need of redesigning PCF. Accordingly,
we will tailor the PCF mechanisms such that our new protocol
can coexist with the DCF, while providing power conservation
and QoS guarantees to real-time multimedia applications. We
name the resulting protocol UPCF (Unified Point Coordination
Function). The characteristics of UPCF are as follows.

1) UPCF adopts the handshaking technique, instead of using
backoff or BB mechanisms, to implement traffic prioriti-
zation during the CFP. Above all, UPCF guarantees that
high-priority stations are always admitted to the polling list
earlier than low-priority stations.

2) UPCF adopts the deterministic tree-splitting algorithm as
the reservation mechanism such that associated stations
with real-time traffic can get on the polling list in bounded
time without relying on the reassociation. In addition,
UPCF uses the piggyback technique such that admitted
stations can get off the polling list easily and quickly
without performing a reassociation.

3) UPCF employs the elaborate V-POLL (vector-list poll)
frame to support both uplink/downlink and peer-to-peer
communications in the CFP without suffering the PS-in-
duced frame loss. Importantly, the PC in UPCF is still able
to retain control of the medium, when a polled station does
not respond, without leaving the medium idle for more than

a PIFS period. By this way, we ensure that the idling-CFP
accident will never occur.

4) With dynamic TXOP allocation scheme, UPCF provides
isolation among admitted multimedia flows while utilizing
bandwidth resources as efficiently as possible. Specifically,
our TXOP allocation scheme can be regarded as an en-
hancement of DBASE [23] in that UPCF is capable of of-
fering per-flow probabilistic bandwidth assurance.

5) Since the length of the maximum CFP duration is limited,
we integrate the run-time admission control mechanism
into the registration process such that the PC can admit as
many newly arriving flows as possible while maintaining
QoS guarantees made to already-admitted flows.

6) UPCF achieves power conservation via the following three
approaches. First, in contrast with contention-based MAC
protocols, UPCF adopts the reservation and polling-based
access scheme to reduce energy waste on collisions and
retransmissions as far as possible. Second, UPCF utilizes
the V-POLL frame to let PS stations which cannot par-
take in the polling activity immediately return to the doze
state. Last, UPCF employs the power-conserving sched-
uling such that PS stations which will partake in the polling
activity can spend as little awake time as possible.

7) In 802.11e draft [14], the EDCA is used only in the CP
and the HCCA can be used in both CP and CFP. In ad-
dition to PCF, HCCA further allows the PC to flexibly
poll a real-time station with granted TXOP in the CP. Im-
portantly, being independent of any channel access mech-
anisms operating in the CP, UPCF can pass the current
Wi-Fi certification [13, pp. 245–247], [29] and may co-
exist with the upcoming IEEE 802.11e standard. Table I
summarizes and compares the yet-to-be-presented UPCF
protocol with several representative MAC protocols men-
tioned in the previous subsection.

II. THE UPCF PROTOCOL

A. Network Model and Assumptions

The basic building block of the IEEE 802.11 network is the
cell, also known as the basic service set (BSS). A BSS is com-
posed of an AP and a finite set of mobile stations. The typical
diameter of the basic service area (BSA) of a BSS is considered
only on the order of 100 feet [23]. Therefore, we assume that all
stations within the same BSS are able to communicate to each
other directly. In IEEE 802.11 [13], a station should first authen-
ticate and associate with an AP (or reassociate with a new AP)
to become a member of an infrastructure BSS. When the asso-
ciation request is granted, the AP responds with a status code
of 0 (successful) and the Association ID (AID). The AID is an
integer identifier used to logically identify the mobile station.
The AP/PC can thus maintain a list of finite stations associated
within its BSS and updates it whenever a new station joins or
a station leaves the BSS. However, UPCF disables the CF-Pol-
lable and CF-Poll Request subfields of the capacity information
field in (re)association request frames. Instead, UPCF provides
a new reservation mechanism to let real-time stations get on/off
the polling list quickly without relying on the reassociation.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT MAC PROTOCOLS FOR QOS AND POWER CONSERVATION IN WLANS

B. CFP Structure and Timing

The UPCF mechanism in the MAC layer architecture is built
on top of the CSMA/CA-based DCF to provide prioritized and
parameterized QoS services. The DCF and UPCF can coexist
in a manner that permits both to operate concurrently within the
same BSS. In a BSS, the PC takes charge of channel time allo-
cation and makes these two coordination functions alternative,
with a CFP (during which UPCF is active) followed by a CP
(during which DCF is active), which are together referred as a
superframe. A mobile station can operate in either the active
mode or the PS mode. At the nominal start of each CFP, known
as the TBTT (target beacon transmission time), every PS sta-
tion shall wake up and remain active to listen for the V-POLL
frame; meanwhile, the PC continuously monitors the channel
and then seizes its control by transmitting a beacon frame after
the PIFS medium idle time. One component of the beacon an-
nouncement is the maximum duration of the CFP, CFPMax-
Duration. Every station receiving the beacon shall update its
NAV to the CFPMaxDuration. This NAV is used for preventing
a DCF-based station from taking control of the medium during
the CFP. In UPCF, as depicted in Fig. 1, the CFP is further di-
vided into three periods: the prioritization period, the collision
resolution period, and the polling period. The first two periods
are together called the registration period. During the prioritiza-
tion period, the PC performs a series of handshakes to guarantee
that high-priority stations are always admitted to the polling list
earlier than low-priority stations. During the collision resolution
period, the PC performs a deterministic tree-splitting algorithm
to probe which stations undergo the prioritization period desire
to join the polling list. Once the registration process terminates,
the PC broadcasts a V-POLL frame to announce the start of the
polling period. The V-POLL frame contains a list of vectors
and each vector is composed of a yet-to-be-polled station, its
intended receiver, and the granted TXOP. Upon examining the
V-POLL frame, a PS station that can be neither a sender nor a
receiver during the polling period may reenter to the doze state.
Note that, in the doze state, a station is unable to transmit or re-
ceive but consumes very low power. After the end of the polling
period, the PC broadcasts the CF-End frame to let all stations
reset their NAV and enter the CP.

Fig. 1. Superframe structure and the awake/doze state transition of a PS station.

Consistent with the IEEE 802.11 [13], the minimum length
of the CP, , is the time required to transmit and acknowl-
edge one maximum-sized MPDU (MAC protocol data unit);
namely, ,
where is the time needed for sending the ACK frame.
The value of CFPMaxDuration shall be limited to allow co-
existence between DCF and UPCF traffic. Thus, we have

, where is the length
of the superframe. Since the length of CFPMaxDuration is
limited, the overrun of the registration process may shorten the
polling period, violating the quality of already-admitted con-
nections. Hence, a run-time admission control is established to
assist the PC in determining when the registration period shall
be terminated. In particular, when the polling list size reaches
the saturation point (see Section II-G), the PC may directly
dive into polling period at the start of the CFP without first per-
forming the registration procedure. A surprising phenomenon
in UPCF is that collisions may occur in the CFP. However,
during the entire CFP, associated stations can transmit frames
only when they are allowed to do so by the PC. Consequently,
the PC can control these collisions effectively and without
chaotic events.

C. Prioritization Procedure

In UPCF, priority levels are numbered from 0 to , with
denoting the highest priority level. A frame with priority 0 shall
be sent via the DCF. On the other hand, only the active real-time
station that has a flow with priority level ranging from 1 to
can participate in the registration process. Note that a real-time
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station is active if it desires to get on the polling list. Besides, a
flow is a continuous stream of frames that have the same source,
destination, priority level, and quality of service.

After broadcasting a beacon and waiting for a SIFS period,
the PC sends the (priority enquiry) frame to invite every
active station whose priority level equals to reply the PR
(priority response) frame. On receiving the frame, an ac-
tive station with priority level shall acknowledge a PR frame
after a SIFS period. At the end of the handshake, the PC can
obtain the ternary feedback information according to stations’
responses: (i) IDLE: The PC does not receive any PR frames.
(ii) SINGLE: The PC successfully receives a single PR frame
which includes the sender AID and the destination MAC ad-
dress. That AID will be placed on the polling list. (iii) COL-
LISION1: This event occurs if the outcome of the handshake is
neither IDLE nor SINGLE.

If the conclusion of the current handshake is IDLE (SINGLE,
respectively), the PC may proceed to the next handshake by is-
suing the frame after an elapsed PIFS (SIFS, respec-
tively). The priority probing process keeps running until the
occurrence of a COLLISION, the delivery of the frame,
or a failure in the run-time admission test (see Section II-G),
whichever comes first. Especially, once the PC recognizes a
COLLISION event, it will send an RE (registration enquiry)
frame to announce the start of the collision resolution period.
During the collision resolution period, the PC executes the deter-
ministic collision resolution procedure to discover which active
stations bring the COLLISION event. The prioritization opera-
tion is essentially that of polling, with the PC polling each of the
priority groups in a descending order. The average overhead of
the prioritization operation is expected to be low since the value
of is usually small. (Generally, . In IEEE 802.11e,

; that is, only two access categories (voice and video)
take priority over DCF traffic.) It is noteworthy that a lower-pri-
ority station will be blocked if it has no chance to send out a PR
frame during the entire prioritization period. We could adopt the
aging policy [3], [24] (As time progresses, so does the priority
of the flow.) to conquer the problem of indefinite blockage or
starvation.

The illustration in Fig. 2 shows how the prioritization
procedure works. From Fig. 2, we can observe that, in UPCF,
the synchronization among the PC and associated stations is
well controlled by using different interframe spaces. Actually,
all UPCF transmissions during the CFP are separated only by
SIFS or PIFS. This mechanism ensure that even though the
beacon frame is lost, the PC can still safeguard its control of
the medium against the DCF-based interference. Consistent
with the IEEE 802.11, we let and

. As per IEEE 802.11, the SIFS
interval is equal to the sum of receiver radio frequency delay,
receiver PLCP (physical layer convergence procedure) delay,
the MAC processing delay, and the transceiver turnaround
time. The SlotTime accounts for the carrier sensing time, the
transceiver turnaround time, the MAC processing delay, and
the air propagation delay.

1Misinterpreting a SINGLE handshake result as a COLLISION one due to
noise errors in the registration period may result in, at most, two additional hand-
shakes, the penalty of which is 2�T +T +PIFS+2�SIFS. After reading
Sections II-D and II-G, the reader will understand that, even in an error-prone
channel, the length of the registration period can be still well controlled by the
run-time admission control algorithm.

Fig. 2. An example of the prioritization procedure. We assume that there are
15 associated stations in a BSS. Stations 4, 6, 10, and 13 intend to join the
polling list. In the first round, the PC sends thePE frame and no one responds.
In the second round, only station 4 replies the PR frame and joins the polling
list successfully. At the end of the third round (handshake), the PC perceives a
COLLISION event and then performs a collision resolution procedure.

D. Collision Resolution Procedure

Theoretically, any collision resolution multi-access algo-
rithms are applicable in the collision resolution period. The
reasons for choosing the identifier-based tree-splitting al-
gorithm [5] are due to its simplicity, stability, and bounded
collision resolution period. The basic idea of the tree-splitting
algorithm is to implement a preorder traversal of the splitting
tree. Specifically, when a COLLISION occurs, the PC splits the
set of stations involved in the collision into two subsets,
and . The PC first recursively resolves the collision of ,
and then resolves the collision of independently. We assume
that the close of the prioritization period results from the trans-
mission of multiple frames, where . During the
collision resolution period, the PC sends the RE (registration
enquiry) frame which contains the value of and the set of
binary strings (AddressPattern ) to invite active stations to
reply the RR (registration response) frame. Upon reception of
the frame, the active station with priority level
and shall acknowledge an RR frame after a SIFS
period. At the end of the handshake, the PC adjusts the value
of according to stations’ responses (SINGLE/IDLE/COL-
LISION). Especially, if the PC successfully receives a single
RR frame which includes the sender AID and the destination
MAC address, then the PC will add that AID to the polling list.
This AID probing process keeps running until the completion
of the tree traversal or a failure in run-time admission test (see
Section II-G), whichever comes first.

Continuing the example in Fig. 2, Fig. 3 shows how the de-
terministic tree-splitting procedure works. In the first round, the
PC sends out the RE frame with , asking for re-
sponses. Since both the station 6 ( ) and station 10
( ) belong to the set , then they reply, and their
replies collide. Upon recognizing the COLLISION event, the
PC halves the range of ( ) and enquires again.
This time, the PC will discover an IDLE event. However, it is
pointless for the PC to further probe the range
since it is predictable to have a COLLISION. At the end of the
third round (handshake), the PC correctly receives a single RR
frame which contains the of the sender. The PC then
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Fig. 3. An example of the collision resolution procedure. The tree structure rep-
resents a particular pattern of IDLEs, SINGLEs, COLLISIONs resulting from
a sequence of splitting. We can observe that UPCF utilizes different interframe
spaces to realize synchronous operations and hence has no need for time slotting
as prior MAC protocols based on collision resolution do [5], [16], [18].

places that on the polling list. Continuing in this
manner, the PC can skip over large chunks of the address space
that have no active stations. However, when all stations are ac-
tive and have the same priority level, this will result in doubling
the number of RE polls, as compared with roll-call polling. For-
tunately, once active stations get on the polling list, they can
reserve the periodic access right and will not participate in the
registration process again. In particular, when contending traffic
is not heavy, tree-splitting algorithm is quite efficient [5], [11],
[16]. In sum, the tree-splitting operation is essentially that of
polling, with the PC systemically and adaptively controlling the
number of allowably contending stations to finally identify each
active station. From Fig. 3, we can observe that after five hand-
shakes, stations 6, 10, and 13 join the polling list; and then the
PC broadcasts a V-POLL frame to let each active station know
whether it has been successfully placed on the polling list.

E. Polling Procedure and Power Management

At the beginning of the polling period, the PC sends the
V-POLL (vector-list poll) frame to specify the access order,
the receiver AID, and the medium occupancy time (TXOP)
for each polled station. Fig. 5(b) presents the format of the
V-POLL frame. Each flow in the polling list has its corre-
sponding poll record. The Record Count field is set to the
number of poll records. The TXOP (transmission opportunity)
subfield specifies the time duration during which the polled
station has the right initiate frame exchange sequences onto the
wireless medium [14]. (We will describe how the PC dynami-
cally assigns the value of TXOP for each admitted flow in the
next subsection.) Via the V-POLL frame, UPCF supports both
uplink/downlink and peer-to-peer communications in a WLAN.
Clearly, if the PC has data to send, it can also add its ID to the
polling list. Fig. 4(a) depicts how the polling procedure works
and Fig. 5(c) shows the MPDU frame format used in the CFP.
On inspecting the V-POLL frame, a PS station that can neither
transmit nor receive data frames during the polling period may
return to the doze state. By contrast, each polled station needs
to keep track of the channel activity and automatically initiates

Fig. 4. We assume that, during the registration period, stations 4, 10, 6,
and 13 declare (D = 200; G = 200), (D = 600; G = 400),
(D = 600; G = 900), and (D = 1100; G = 700), re-
spectively. Part (a) shows that the PC uses a single V-POLL frame to
specify the access order and the TXOP for each polled station; namely,
h(4;8; 200); (10;2; 500); (6;9; 600); (13; 9; 900)i. Note that the aggregate
TXOP of station 9 is 600 + 900 = 1500. The PC polls the station 4 first
because it has the smallest aggregate TXOP (200). Part (b) shows the power
management operation in UPCF. Part (c) shows that the PC seizes the medium
by rebroadcasting the V-POLL frame when it does not receive a response from
station 10 after an elapsed PIFS. Note that, in this case, the TXOP demand of
station 13 is luckily satisfied.

its transmission a SIFS period after the end of the transmission
of its predecessor in the polling order. To conserve energy, a
PS station that will be a sender or receiver may remain in the
awake state for only a portion of the polling period through
the time that the PS station finishes sending or receiving data
frames. Fig. 4(b) depicts the power management operation in
the CFP. From Figs. 4 and 5(b), we can observe that, with
the help of V-POLL frame, UPCF successfully eliminates the
PS-induced frame loss problem (mentioned in Section I-A). To
minimize the average time spent awake, the PC in UPCF adopts
the shortest-job-first policy proposed in [26] to schedule the
poll records, where the job size corresponds to the aggregate
TXOP. More specifically, in order to put the most PS stations to
sleep soonest, UPCF uses the following algorithm to schedule
the polling order.
S1. Calculate the aggregate TXOP of each station that appears

in the set of flows waiting to be scheduled. The aggregate
TXOP of station is defined as the sum of the TXOP values
of the yet-to-be-scheduled flows where the sender or re-
ceiver is station .

S2. Schedule those flows involving the station that has the
smallest aggregate TXOP.

S3. Repeat steps S1 and S2 until all flows are scheduled.
During the polling period, the time gap between two succes-

sive transmissions is generally a SIFS period. However, as de-
picted in Fig. 4(c), if a polled station, say , does not
respond, then the PC resumes sending the V-POLL frame which
contains the remaining untransmitted stations on the polling list
after an elapsed PIFS. This permits the PC to retain control of
the medium, thus stopping the idling-CFP accident from hap-
pening. It is noteworthy that, in UPCF, the PC will not remove
that station from the polling list until its no-response event
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Fig. 5. The formats of UPCF frames.

has occurred for , say , consecutive superframes. In
IEEE 802.11, the PC has an obligation to acknowledge the re-
ceipt of data received from each polled station when performing
the polling procedure. However, it is well known that real-time
services, such as voice and video, can tolerate a small amount
(1% 3%) of dropped frames without suffering a large quality
degradation [23]. Therefore, we adopt the optional-ACK policy
for UPCF; in other words, each polled station shall explicitly in-
dicate whether it requires an ACK when sending out an MPDU.
In case the positive ACK is required but the MPDU was not
properly received at the destination, the source station will be
able to retransmit that MPDU when it is polled the next time.
Fig. 4(a) shows an example that all real-time stations require no
acknowledgements. Once an admitted station finishes sending
its real-time flow at the present polling period and desires to
tear down the connection, it shall set the more data bit to 0 in
the frame control filed. When the PC receives this information,
it will remove that station from the polling list. In this way, each
admitted station can easily and quickly get off the polling list
without performing a reassociation.

F. Dynamic TXOP Allocation Procedure

To receive performance assurance and make a reservation, an
application (station) shall first characterize the traffic flow that
it will inject into the WLAN and specify its desired TXOP (de-
noted by ) that the PC must guarantee in each polling period.
During the delivery of a continuous media stream, a real-time
station may demand different TXOP (denoted by ) in each
polling period. Obviously, in case that happens, the
PC may not be able to satisfy station’s TXOP demand. Thus,
for transporting the variable bit rate (VBR) traffic (e.g., video
stream), an active real-time station shall estimate the value of

that satisfies the inequality , where
the value of reflects individual user’s tolerable
TXOP-insufficiency probability. For a VBR flow with mean
and variance of the bit rate, we could obtain

(1)

using the one-sided Chebyshev inequality [20], where is the
length of the superframe and is the channel data rate.2 In
[1], [22], [23], the authors assume that VBR video traffic follows
the truncated exponential distribution with the minimum bit rate

, the peak bit rate , and the mean bit rate . In this case, the
value of can be expressed as

(2)

where is the solution of the following nonlinear equation:

(3)

Derivations of (2) and (3) can be found in [7]. Note that the value
of can be solved using numerical techniques. For example,
the authors in [1], [22], [23] set K, K, and

K; so we can get K. On the other hand,
for transporting the constant bit rate (CBR) traffic (e.g., audio
stream) with bit rate , we could assign

(4)

where reflects individual user’s tolerable band-
width loss ratio. Expectably, the higher level of quality assur-
ance the mobile user desires, the larger value of the mobile
station should request, while the more access fee the mobile
user may be charged by the wireless network service provider.
Accordingly, determining the appropriate value of requires a
trade-off among individual flow’s TXOP assurance, individual
user’s access cost, and the whole network’s channel utilization.
In our simulations, we set the default values and

.
In UPCF, an active real-time station shall declare its deter-

mined value of using the PR or RR frame during the regis-
tration period. The PR/RR frame format is shown in Fig. 5(a).
In PR/RR frame, the active real-time station uses the guaran-
teed TXOP field and the demanded TXOP field, respectively, to
inform the PC the value of and its TXOP demand in the
current CFP. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 5(c), each polled sta-
tion piggybacks the demanded TXOP field with the MPDU to
declare its required TXOP in the next polling period.

We now present how the PC allocates TXOP to provide iso-
lation among admitted flows while utilizing channel time as ef-
ficiently as possible. The primary principle underlying the dy-
namic TXOP allocation procedure is that all flows with TXOP
demands less than their declared amounts of guaranteed TXOP
must be satisfied, while the unused CFP channel time will be
allocated according to the weighted fair sharing scheme to the
remaining flows with TXOP demands larger than their declared
amounts of guaranteed TXOP. The TXOP allocation procedure
operates formally as follows. Let be
the polling list, where denotes the station with
and equals the cardinality of the polling list. Let
and , respectively, be the guaranteed TXOP and demanded

2Note that CDR is mobile-specific. How to determine to the optimal CDR
between the transmitter and the receiver is beyond the scope of this paper and the
IEEE 802.11 specification [13]. It could be estimated by many methods, such
as using GPS (Global Positioning System) or the measured signal strengths and
signal-to-noise ratios from the history of received frames.
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TXOP declared by station . Before broadcasting the V-POLL
frame, the PC calculates the value

(5)

where is the length of the stretching time (see Section II-G)
and is the length of the registration period. Note that the
run-time admission control scheme described in Section II-G
will ensure that each admitted station can acquire the
medium occupancy time at least . Hence, the
residually sharable channel time ( ) in the current CFP
that can be fairly shared by those admitted stations whose
demanded TXOP exceeds its declared guaranteed TXOP can
be expressed as

(6)

The PC then allocates to station according to the
following formula:

if

if
(7)

Take Fig. 4(a) for example,
, Mbps, s,

s, s, and
s; according to (5)–(7), we have s,

s, s,
s, and

s.
It is noteworthy that once a polled station does not re-

spond in the polling period, the PC will recompute and
retransmit the V-POLL frame to announce the newly calculated
TXOP values to the remaining members on polling list. Besides,
in the next polling period, the PC will reserve
for that station since its demanded TXOP is unknown while
its QoS requirement still needs to be guaranteed. Consider the
example shown in Fig. 4(c), since no response is heard from sta-
tion 10, the PC rebroadcasts the V-POLL frame after an elapsed
PIFS and reports that s and

s. Further, the PC will allocate s for
station 10 in the next polling period.

G. Run-Time Admission Control

Since the length of CFPMaxDuration is limited, the PC shall
persist in monitoring the channel time usage and determine
when to terminate the registration process in order not to
violate TXOP guarantees made to already admitted stations.
Conventional admission control schemes [16], [17] require that
the mobile user submits its QoS requirement when making
a reservation, and then the PC executes the admission test
to decide whether to accept/reject that connection request

Fig. 6. Run-time admission control process and timing relationship between
RACT and � .

according to available resources. However, such a traditional
approach is not suitable for UPCF in that the reservation
request/response frame exchange failing the admission test
simply wastes the scarce radio bandwidth. Instead, UPCF
adopts the mobile-assisted admission control scheme: During
the registration period, the PC evaluates the channel time usage
based on the default medium occupancy time reserved for
admitted flows, and then piggybacks the available channel time
information with the PE/RE frame. Upon receipt of the PE/RE
frame, active real-time stations take the admission test and
check whether the remaining available channel time (RACT)
is sufficient to meet their QoS needs. Those who pass the
admission test can reply the PR/RR frames and report their
QoS requirements; while those who fail the admission test shall
abort the contention in the remaining registration period and
wait for the next CFP. A valuable by-product of this approach
is that contending registration traffic may be further reduced,
making the tree-splitting algorithm more efficient. The PC
then decides whether to proceed to the next PE/PR or RE/RR
handshake according to the revised RACT and information
collected from the received PR/RR frame(s). Importantly, the
following two principles guide the design of UPCF admission
control algorithm.
P1. The PC must make sure that the progress of the registration

process will not affect the default medium occupancy time,
, of each admitted station on the

polling list. Recall that, after the end of the registration
period, the PC will calculate the newly appropriate TXOP
values for all admitted stations via (5)–(7).

P2. It is possible for contention-based service runs past the
nominal start of the CFP (TBTT). As per IEEE 802.11
[13], in the case of a busy medium due to DCF traffic,
the CFP is foreshortened and the beacon should be de-
layed for the time required to complete the existing DCF
frame exchange. Such a phenomenon is called stretching
and we depict the stretching event in Fig. 6. The length
of the stretching time may be up to

. The PC must
make sure that QoS requirements of any admitted station
will be guaranteed during the flow lifetime even in the worst
case scenario, that is, when and for
all .

We now introduce some notations used to facilitate the spe-
cific presentation of run-time admission control algorithm.

• Let denote the fixed overhead in a CFP. If ,
then we have
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Fig. 7. The UPCF admission control algorithm.

• During the registration period, we let

if the PC sends out the PE frame,
if the PC sends out the RE frame.

if the mobile replies the PR frame,
if the mobile replies the RR frame.

• We define two auxiliary variables and respectively
to assist the PC in verifying whether P1 and P2 are always
satisfied, where

(8)

and

(9)
Refer to Fig. 6, Fig. 7 specifies the admission control opera-

tions performed cooperatively by the PC and all active real-time
stations during the registration period. Note that the RE frame
format is shown in Fig. 5(d).

III. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS

We follow the analytic model proposed in [11] to evaluate
the approximate throughput of the UPCF protocol in a WLAN
which consists of one AP and associated stations. We con-
sider that there are merely real-time and non-real-time stations
in a WLAN; that is, and only the real-time stations
can get on the polling list. Let and be the number of
real-time and non-real-time stations respectively, where

and . For ease of analysis, we assume
that, at the start of each CFP, each non-admitted real-time sta-
tion has a probability of intending to join the polling list. Let

denote the probability that, given , there
are active real-time stations at the beginning of CFP, where

. Then we have

In the following, we will derive the average length of the
polling period, which starts from the V-POLL frame and fin-
ishes before the CF-End frame. Since is finite, given ac-
tive real-time stations, the deterministic tree-splitting algorithm
ensures that the maximum length of the registration period is
finite and its value only depends on and . For simplicity,
we consider a homogeneous CBR traffic scenario where

, , and for
all real-time stations and . As a result, the
PC can allocate the same TXOP value, , to each polled station.
By exploiting (9), the maximum number of admitted stations
in UPCF is bounded by

(10)

Hence, we can tune the values of and such that the fol-
lowing inequality always holds:

where denotes the length of the registration period. Note
that is finite and its value only relies on
the number of active real-time stations, , and . Under the
circumstances, the PC is only required to control the polling list
size. In other words, if there are already stations on the polling
list, the registration process will be skipped until at least one
admitted station get off the polling list. On the other hand, if
there are only admitted stations, given active real-time
stations, the PC will keep executing the registration procedure
until the th SINGLE event occurs.

For each admitted real-time station, we assume that it will
sojourn superframes to complete its entire flow transmission,
where is a geometric random variable with parameter , that
is, for . Because of the
memoryless property of the geometric distribution, this assump-
tion implies that each polled station will set more data bit to 0
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Fig. 8. Markov chain for the UPCF protocol.

with probability when transmitting an MPDU. Given and
, we define

if ,

if .

The state transition diagram of the Markov chain is shown in
Fig. 8, where the state represents the stationary probability
that there are stations on the polling list. Note that the number
of admitted stations can increase up to after the end of the
registration period, but can decrease by up to after the end of
the polling period. Let be the transition probability from
state to state and be the state index in the th polling
period. The transition probabilities can be specified as

if

if

Let be the stationary probability vector
and be the one-step transition probability matrix.
The balance equation for this Markov chain is . From

this, together with the normalization condition that
, we can obtain the vector . Hence, the average number of

stations on the polling list is . Let
denote the expected length of the polling period. We have the
following result:

(11)
Next, we would like to derive the average length of the pri-

oritization period, which starts from the frame and fin-
ishes before the RE frame. (Refer to Fig. 2). In the case when

, the PC will perform the prioritization procedure.
Thus, we have

(12)

where denotes the expected length of the prioritization pe-
riod and the fraction represents the fraction of non-
skipped registration periods.

In what follows, we derive the average length of the colli-
sion resolution period, which starts from the frame and fin-
ishes before the V-POLL frame. Once the prioritization period
ends in a COLLISION event, the PC then evenly splits the Ad-
dressPattern involved in the collision along a dimension (bit)
into two subsets, and . Note that .
The PC first recursively resolves the collision of , and then
resolves the collision of independently. Given ac-
tive real-time stations, the notations , ,
and denote the average number of COLLISION
steps (rounds), number of IDLE steps, and number of SINGLE
steps, respectively, required to resolve collisions during the reg-
istration period until the th SINGLE event takes place, where

. Clearly, regardless of .
With each further splitting, the set of remaining possible num-
bers in one of the new subsets is halved. Besides, the number of
active stations in the left or right subsets follows the hyper-geo-
metrical distribution. Based on derivations in [11],
and can be expressed in the following recursive
forms:

if

otherwise
(13)

where , , and
. Besides,

if

otherwise.
(14)

Notice that the actual values of and
may be smaller than those calculated by (13) and (14) in that our
tree-splitting algorithm can intelligently avoid some pointless
polls. (See Fig. 3).

Let denote the expected length of the collision resolution
period. Given already-admitted stations and active real-
time stations, equals the sum of the average number of
SINGLE steps times their duration , plus
the average number of IDLE steps times their duration

, plus the average number of COLLISION steps times their
duration until SINGLE
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events are recognized by the PC. Consequently, we have the
following result:

(15)

Note that, in (15), we subtract one from the value of
since it counts in one COLLISION step

taking place in the prioritization period. Let be the expected
length of the contention period. By exploiting (11), (12), and
(15), we obtain

(16)

We are finally in the condition to determine the normalized
throughput , defined as the fraction of time, during which the
channel is being used to successfully transmit data frames. Let

be the normalized throughput of DCF in the pres-
ence of non-real-time stations and its value can be found
in [27]. When UPCF and DCF coexist in a WLAN, we can ex-
press as the ratio

time used for successful data transmission in a superframe
length of a superframe

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation Model

We have developed event-driven simulators using Visual C to
verify the performance of UPCF and compare our results to the
PCF. The simulation model assumes there are one AP and 255
associated stations in a single WLAN cell. All simulation runs
were carried out for a duration of 1.8 10 s. Table II sum-
marizes the system parameter values, which follow the IEEE
802.11 MAC specifications for the direct sequence spread spec-
trum (DSSS) physical layer [13]. Note that the power consump-
tion parameters in Table II follow the specifications adopted in
[15]. The following three types of traffic are considered in our
simulations.

1) Data Traffic: Recently, extensive studies [2] have shown
that the traditional Poisson process cannot capture any correla-
tion between consecutive packet arrivals. Therefore, we adopt
the two-state (ON/OFF) Markov Modulated Poisson Process
(MMPP) data traffic model [2] to recover from this problem.
The properties of a two-state MMPP process are as follows.
1) During the ON state, the arrival process is Poisson with rate .
On the other hand, no traffic is generated during the OFF state.
2) The sojourn time in each state is exponentially distributed.
The data payload size is fixed at 2304 bytes. Since the data frame
is quite large, each DCF-station shall employe the RTS/CTS ex-
change procedure to transmit data frames.

TABLE II
SYSTEM PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATION

TABLE III
TRAFFIC PARAMETER VALUES FOR DATA, CBR, AND VBR MODELS

2) CBR Voice Traffic: The voice traffic is generally modelled
as a two-state (ON/OFF) Markov process with talkspurt and
silent states [23]. In the talkspurt state, the voice source gen-
erates a constant continuous bit-stream; in the silent state, no
voice frame will be generated. Notice that, when measuring the
UPCF capacity (maximum polling list size), we will consider
the always-ON model; i.e., the silent duration is 0.

3) VBR Video Traffic: The video traffic can be mimicked by a
multi-state model [1], [23] where a state generates a continuous
bit-stream for a certain holding duration. The bit rate values of
different states are obtained from a truncated exponential dis-
tribution with a minimum and a maximum bit rate values. The
holding times of the states are assumed to be statistically inde-
pendent and exponential distributed.

Table III summarizes the traffic parameter values. We assume
that the voice traffic has the highest priority, the video traffic has
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Fig. 9. The number of real-time stations admitted by the UPCF during
the entire simulation time. (a) N = 150, N = 0, and
� = 0:1 frames=s=DCF-station. (b) N = 0, N = 150, and
� = 0:1 frames=s=DCF-station.

the second highest priority, and the data traffic has the lowest pri-
ority. Voice and video frames that cannot be transmitted within
their respective maximum tolerable time ( and )
will be dropped. Hence, we have

ms. Let , , , and be the number of
DCF, PS, CBR, and VBR associated stations, respectively. We
fix . For ease of exposition,
each CBR (VBR, respectively) station selects the same value of

( , respectively) and declares the same value of
( , respectively). Besides, we assume that: 1) all associ-
ated stations are pollable; 2) DCF stations are always awake;
3) PS stations cannot generate any traffic; and 4) PCF uses the
round-robin scheme to schedule the polling order. Note that a
pollable station may not be on the polling list. Unlike the imme-
diate-ACK policy used in PCF, we adopt the no-ACK policy
in UPCF to transport the CBR/VBR frames. Normally, each
CBR/VBR station selects one destination randomly and uni-
formly from the AP and remaining 244 stations. However, when
examining the power saving capacity, it intentionally selects a
different PS station as its destination. In our experiments, we
did not count the energy consumption of the AP since it is often
considered to have unlimited power resources.

B. Simulation Results

To verify the accuracy of the run-time admission control
algorithm, we measure the UPCF capacity (the maximum
number of real-time stations that the PC can admit) under the
pure CBR/VBR traffic environments through the simulation
program and (10). For the pure CBR traffic scenario, we use

and ; for the pure VBR traffic sce-
nario, we use and . Fig. 9 shows that,
no matter how the value of or varies, the maximum
polling list size in UPCF exactly matches the IEEE 802.11
theoretical upper bound. These results justify the superiority of
the mobile-assisted admission control scheme.

Next, we investigate the relationship between the maximum
polling list size and the frame delay dropped ratio (FDDR).
The FDDR is defined as the fraction of dropped voice/video
frames caused by violating the delay constraints. Recall that, in
IEEE 802.11, data transfer between stations in an infrastructure
WLAN should be relayed through the AP. And we observe that
almost all traffic is station-to-station. This implies that, in the

Fig. 10. (a) The number of real-time stations admitted by the UPCF/PCF
during the entire simulation time. (b) Comparisons of the derived FDDR by
UPCF/UPCF under the pure CBR/VBR traffic environments. (" = 0:0,
" = 0:5, N = 105, and � = 0:5 frames=s=DCF-station.).

Fig. 11. The number of CBR/VBR stations admitted by the UPCF/PCF during
the entire simulation time under the different DCF traffic load. (N = 105,
" = 0:0, and " = 0:5.).

saturated condition, the optimal polling list size in PCF should
be about half that of the UPCF. Since PCF does not perform any
admission control, the PC can admit a large number of real-time
stations, which may be far beyond its capacity. In this case, sev-
eral real-time stations will not be polled during the entire CFP.
As a result, the FDDR of PCF shown in Fig. 10(b) is remarkably
large. On the other hand, Fig. 10(b) shows a surprising result
that the FDDR of UPCF is very close to 0 even .
The reasons are as follows. Let be a random variable
equal to the demanded TXOP of each VBR station. By defini-
tion, when , is the median of [20];
that is, . Recall
that dynamic TXOP allocation scheme tries to allocate unused
channel time from those VBR stations whose TXOP needs are
less than to those stations whose TXOP needs are greater
than . Since the cardinalities of these two sets are statisti-
cally equal, we can expect that, in this case, the FDDR is very
close to 0.

To acquire contention-free services, we hope that real-time
stations can promptly register with the PC and the registration
process should not be adversely affected by the low-priority
(DCF) stations. Since, in IEEE 802.11, the registration (reas-
sociation) process relies on DCF, we can find that, in Fig. 11(a),
the number of admitted real-time stations decreases as the data
load becomes heavier. However, in Fig. 11(b), we observe that
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Fig. 12. Performance comparison for (UPCF+DCF) versus (PCF+DCF)
under the heterogeneous traffic scenarios. (a) Goodput. (b) FDDR. (N = 0,
" = 0:0, and " = 0:5.).

Fig. 13. Performance comparison for (UPCF+DCF) versus (PCF+DCF)
under the heterogeneous traffic scenarios. (a) Power consumption. (b) En-
ergy throughput. (" = 0:0, " = 0:5, N = 55, and
� = 3:0 frames=s=DCF-station.).

the number of admitted real-time stations in UPCF is not af-
fected by the behaviors of non-real-time stations at all. This re-
sult justifies the creation of the registration period dedicated to
real-time stations.

This time we examine the goodput and FDDR of UPCF and
PCF under the heterogeneous traffic scenarios. The goodput
(normalized effective throughput) is defined as the fraction of
time devoted by real-time (CBR/VBR) stations and non-real-
time (DCF) stations to successfully send their pure payload to
their respective destinations. We use ,

, , , and . For CBR sources,
we consider the ON-OFF model. Fig. 12(a) reveals that the peak
goodput of UPCF achieves nearly 90%, while the peak goodput
of PCF is only around 47%. Fig. 12(b) reveals that the FDDR
of UPCF is very close to 0 regardless of DCF traffic load; by
contrast, the FDDR of PCF is over 50% in most situations.

Then we explore the power management issues of UPCF and
PCF under the heterogeneous traffic scenarios. We fix as
55 and vary from (20, 8) to (60, 16) to observe
its effect on the power consumption and energy throughput.
The energy throughput is defined as the amount of successful
data delivered per Joule of energy. It is obtained by dividing
the total number of payload bits successfully sent from sources
to destinations by the total energy consumption of all stations

during the entire simulation time. Ref. [15] pointed out that en-
ergy throughput is also an important gauge since some MAC
protocol may consume very little energy, but also contribute
very little throughput. From Fig. 13(a), we find that UPCF is
only about one-half or one-third the power consumption of PCF.
The reasons are mainly twofold. 1) In the merger of UPCF and
DCF, the power consumption of DCF stations is nearly
unchanged regardless of . However, in 802.11,
as the DCF load becomes severer due to the increase of both

and , keeps rising and is finally saturated
at . 2) Both the power consump-
tions of CBR/VBR/PS stations in UPCF and PCF respectively
grow virtually with the increasing number of and .
Unfortunately, in PCF, all admitted stations are not allowed to
sleep during the entire CFP [13]. Worse, PS stations whose cor-
responding TIM bits are set in the beacon frame will stay ac-
tive during the entire CFP since they do not know when the PC
will deliver the buffered data (of a flow) for them. Worst, ac-
tive real-time stations that cannot reassociate with the PC suc-
cessfully will remain awake during the entire CFP since they do
not know when the next CP will arrive. As to the UPCF, after
inspecting the V-POLL frame, any stations that can be neither
a transmitter nor a receiver during the polling period can im-
mediately return to the doze state. Further, UPCF employs the
power-conserving scheduling (see Section II-E) such that sta-
tions that need to take part in the polling activity can spend
as little awake time as possible. Fig. 13(b) shows that as both

and increase, the energy throughput of UPCF in-
creases rapidly, while the energy throughput of PCF is almost
around 11 Kbits/Joule.

V. CONCLUSION

It is evident that a wireless MAC protocol optimized for joint
quality-of-service and power conservation can let mobile users
enjoy multimedia applications over a long period of time. For
WLANs, there has been extensive work in the literature on im-
proving IEEE 802.11 standard by providing better power man-
agement mechanisms [15], [26] as well as by supporting beyond
best-effort services [4], [8], [9], [11], [14], [17], [21]–[23], [25].
However, they present separated efforts in both domains and
their solutions may not combine well with each other. From
Table I, we can find what makes our proposed solution, Uni-
fied Point Coordination Function (UPCF), unique is that it in-
tegrates non-reversal prioritization, time-bounded reservation,
peer-to-peer communication support, dynamic channel time al-
location, probabilistic per-flow bandwidth assurance, mobile-
assisted admission control, and optimized power management
into one simple scheme to handle different types of real-time
multimedia traffic. To our best knowledge, none of the proposed
802.11-compliant MAC protocols provides all such character-
istics. The performance of UPCF has been evaluated via both
mathematical analysis and simulation experiments. Simulation
results demonstrate that, in comparison with PCF, UPCF not
only provides higher goodput and energy throughput, but also
achieves lower power consumption and frame delay dropped
ratio. Above all, due to the independence of the channel ac-
cess mechanisms operating in the CP, UPCF can pass the current
Wi-Fi certification and may coexist with the forthcoming IEEE
802.11e standard [14].
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